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Over 130 years of British design,
development andmanufacture

PhotonBeard Limited is a leading specialistmanufacturer of lighting
equipment known worldwide for their strength, reliability and
versatility. All Photon Beard products are individually hand built to
the highest standards,as youwould expect from a companywhich
is proud of its reputation for excellence.

Photon Beard, formerly R.R. Beard Limited,was founded in 1882. In
those Victorian times, gas powered limelight was the only form of
light available that was powerful enough for use in theatre lighting
and magic lanterns. It was Robert R. Beard who invented and
pioneered the first automatic gas pressure regulator aswell asmany
other new developments in this field.

Although in those early days awide rangeof gas controlled lighting
equipmentwasmanufacturedby the company,itwas in the theatre,
film and photographic industries where R. R. Beard made its name.
After the introduction of the early magic lanterns, the company
developed a range of projection equipment, including the first
portable movie projector.

In the 1920s and 30s Beard was one of the recognised names for
lighting within the British Film Industry. It was Beard’s lighting
equipment that was chosen for the then new Pinewood Film
Studios, which led to further installations in many London and
provincial theatres.

During the SecondWorldWar,the company specialised in supplying
security systems for the Admiralty and Air Ministry. Peacetime saw
the company concentrating on the design and manufacture of
professional photographic equipment for studio and darkroom
production. It was during this period that the company developed
a range of photographic enlarging easels,which became an instant
success and a world-widemarket leader.

With the advent of portable television and video cameras, new
avenueswere opened for thedevelopment of highquality,portable
lighting equipment, which the company now manufactures and
exports toworldmarkets.Latterly the company continues to design
and develop new cost-efficient, energy saving, cool running,
portable and fixed lighting systems,which areproving tobe another
success story. Whilst this is their primary focus, they realise that
tungsten is still a vital part of the lighting industry, and thus have
created tungsten lighting to the highest quality,including their
excellent Fresnel range.
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Studio Design & Installation Service

There are various decisions to be made when designing your lighting system and all have impacts on each other.
A careful review of each will allow the most appropriate solution to be found.
The main decisions are based around:

Suspension Options - Control System - Dimmer Type - Luminaire types
On the following two pages we are giving valuable advice on these studio design options.

Talk with us at the earliest stage when planning your latest studio design project for our expert advice.

Designing your lighting system
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Photon Beard is a British
manufacturer of professional
specialist broadcast lighting
instruments.

However, we have also had many
years of experience in the design
and installation of TV studios around
the world.

From conversion of a standard office
space into a modern multimedia
presentation space, to a fully flexible
energy efficient broadcast studio,
shown opposite.
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Studio Suspension Options

In basic terms there are four types of suspension:
1. Simple Barrel Grid
2. Tracking Grid
3. Hoists
4. Telescopes

But within these there are numerous sub options, such as Grid
Mounted or Self Climbing Hoists,Motorised or Manual Tracking,
Pantographs or Telescopes, again manual or motorised!

The correct choice of suspension system is vital to the successful
design of your studio lighting system. Incorrect decisions at this
point can increase the financial costs considerably.

In the example here (right) we show two similar sized studios
with an example of a simple barrel grid in Studio 1 and a
tracking grid in Studio 2.

The barrel grid in Studio 1 is cost-effective, but moving luminaires is timely and requires access to the grid every time. The IFF
tracking system costs around twice that of the barrel grid, but can save time when luminaires need to be moved and also allows
for much more accurate placement of luminaires as the tracks can move, slide and squew.

Larger studios, particularly suited to production, drama and light entertainment will probably require a hoist or telescope solution
as shown below:

Dimmer Options

The choice of dimmers largely falls to how many
conventional luminaires your studio will have.

If your main lighting is from luminaires directly
controlled via DMX, then the need for external dimmers
is greatly reduced and it is worth considering the use of
some IgbT silent dimmers, which can be placed directly
into the studio and connected to the DMX network.

Control System Options

This will largely be decided by the type of program and the
physical size of the studio.

A very small “head & shoulders”presentation studio will likely only
require a small 6 channel DMX desk, whilst a major production
studio with intelligent moving lights and DMX controlled colour
changing etc., will require a large multi channel DMX desk with
4 or more DMX universes.
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Luminaire Options

There is a huge range of lights, luminaires, projectors (or whatever you want to call them) available, which have generally been
produced for specific requirements within the film, video,TV and photographic industry.

Photon Beard manufacture a good and increasing range of luminaires, which are basically formed from any type of light source
and how they are housed. To confuse matters, you could have mixtures of the following in all variations possible.

Sources available
Tungsten – also known as incandescent, Quartz Halogen, conventional or hot lights etc.

HMI – also known as MSR, daylight, discharge or energy efficient etc.

Fluorescent – also known as cool lighting or soft lighting etc.

Plasma – also known as LEP.

LED – a relative newcomer with improvements happening on a fast scale.

Some combinations work excellently, such as Tungsten
Fresnel – one of the most common lighting units used in TV &
Video. Others would not work very well, if at all, and hence are
not seen, such as fluorescent profile luminaires.

Further classification and grouping is found in the main use for
the lighting. For example, it is not common to find HMI lighting
used extensively in TV studios. It is not unheard of, but the lack
of dimming makes it undesirable. Similarly, open face heads,
such as Redheads, are also not usually the main source of
lighting in TV studios. Whereas Tungsten Fresnels, with the
excellent dimming ability and good control of the light beam,
are a natural choice. The heavy weight, due to the inclusion of
a lens and usually metal bodies,make them undesirable for
ENG or “on the road”use, which is more commonly covered by
the open-faced Redheads.

HMI is ideally suited to outdoor shooting, particularly when
trying to combat nature’s own light source. A common
question with regard to outdoor shooting is why do I need a
light when the sun is so bright? This is fine, so long as there are
no clouds and you can do your shot in one take or over a short

period. Imagine the problems on the average Summer’s day,
when you set your camera and begin recording a piece to
camera, all faces nicely sunlit and visible, when along comes
the cloud and suddenly your talent is replaced by a dull shape!
For this reason and a few others it is desirable to have control
of the light on your subject. Tungsten, whilst easily
controllable, is also the wrong colour temperature at 3200K
and would give a very orange light. Natural daylight can vary
from as low as 3000K as the sun sets to as high as 12000K on a
bright sunny day at noon.

For film,TV and stills photography lighting, it is widely
accepted that 5600K is a sensible medium. It could just be that
this is the colour temperature that HMI’s naturally produce and
therefore a useful point to agree on.The main disadvantage
with HMI for outdoor or location work is the weight and the
need for an external ballast or power supply. For this reason,
open-faced Redheads and Blonds (800W and 2kW) are
commonly used. Being open-faced means you can add a
daylight conversion filter, if required, and still have control of
the beam and intensity.

Housing Styles
Open face – such as Redheads.

HMI PARs – are similar to open face heads, but for safety reasons they
must have a protective glass cover between the lamp and the user.

Fresnel Lenses – are generally focusable.
Profiles – have two movable clear lenses for hard and soft focus.

Source Advantage Disadvantage
Tungsten Dimmable

Full colour spectrum
Only around 10% of the energy is light
Short lamp life (approx 200 hours)

HMI Efficient
Good colour spectrum

Not fully dimmable
Larger units (1.2Kw and above) require an external ballast

Fluorescent Very efficient
Good colour spectrum
Long lamp life

Not focusable
Careful selection of tubes required to achieve
full colour spectrum

Plasma Very efficient, near continuous colour spectrum,
flicker free

Not dimmable

LED Small bright source
Very efficient

Currently not widely available as focusable
Emerging technology, so changing rapidly

Housing Style Advantage Disadvantage
Open Face Provides the most light output for the size of the

lamp fitted
No immediate control of the quality of light (other
than spot and flood)

HMI PAR Drop-in lenses allow great control As above – you need to carry a lens set with you.

Fresnel Lens Gathers the light and produces a more direct beam Reduces light output slightly

Profile Lens Excellent for controllable focus Produces very hard edges or soft edges with“fringing”
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Comparing the Costs

Conventional Tungsten vs Fluorescent
Energy efficient fluorescent and Metal Halide, sometimes called
"cool lighting", has many benefits for small and medium sized
studios, and can be very cost effective and environmentally friendly.

Running costs are significantly lower than tungsten lighting and
there is the major advantage that you can change colour
temperature quickly and easily by the simple replacement of lamp
or tube within the luminaire.

It is important to clarify that energy efficient lighting for broadcast
use is not suitable as the only lighting source for large production studios, drama studios and light entertainment programs. It is,
however, ideal for news, interviews, sports desks, weather sets and, of course, is perfect for virtual studios, Chromakey or
blue/green screen sets.

So why is fluorescent or Metal Halide so much more efficient than tungsten? Well the simple physics give the whole story –
tungsten filament lamps emit around 90-95% of their energy as heat and only 5 -10% as light, whilst fluorescent and Metal Halide
is the reverse, emitting around 90-95% as light and only 5 -10% as heat. So it is easy to see where the saving comes from.

Typical savings
For a single presenter with a basic lit background and three point lighting:

Total CO2 Emissions reduced per year:
1,625.00kg – Equivalent to 443.6kg of Carbon
1kWh = 0.43kg of CO2 emission (Ref: www.nef.org.uk/energyadvice/co2calculator.htm)

So in conclusion if you own a small to medium sized studio, or are planning to equip one, it is sensible to look at “cool lighting”.
If your application is for news, interviews, sports or weather presenters, virtual studios or Chromakey work, then energy efficient
“cool lighting” is ideal. If you are converting an existing office space into a news studio or VR space, and height, power and air
conditioning are restricted then again energy efficient lighting is your ideal choice.

By the careful selection of fluorescent and Metal Halide luminaires, control options, lamp specification and accessories, it is
possible to achieve excellent results that will not drain your operational budget and fry your presenter!

The above calculations take no account of the considerable saving made from reduced air conditioning costs and
any local funding or grants that may be available for adopting an energy efficient solution for your studio.

Tungsten Fluorescent
Watts Watts

Cyc/Background (2 x 1kW cyc lights) 2 2000 220

Backlight 1 650 110

Front fill 1 1250 220

Key 1 1000 170

TotalWattage 4900 720

Tungsten Fluorescent

Purchase Price £1,869.00 £3,870.00 Based on published list prices

Dimmers for Tungsten (6 way dimmer pack) 1 £495.00 £0.00 Energy Efficient heads
have on board dimmers

Running Cost for 2 years £815.36 £119.81 20 hours per week
@ £0.08p per kWh

Lamp replacement costs for 2 years £1,104.00 £0.00

Effective cost after 2 years £4,283.36 £3,989.81
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The heights should be enough to allow the lights to be angled
between 30 - 45 degrees down.

The distance from the subject will be determined by studio
conditions, but ideally should be around 2 - 3 metres.

The Key and the Fill can be swapped depending on which side
looks best with the presenter.

More than 1 cyc light is required to evenly light the background
spaced at approx 1.5 metres.

Fine tuning of the positions will be required to obtain the best
image when viewed through the camera lens.

The basis of most lighting for Television,Video, Film and
Photographic lighting is formed around 3 Point Lighting.

1. Backlight – This is used to separate the subject from the
background and add some depth to the image

2. Fill Light – This is used to raise the general lighting level on
the subject

3. Key Light – This is used to add some shadow and definition to
the subject

The Key light needs to be a harder source, such as a Fresnel lens luminaire or a Radiant Soft Spot.

Lighting the Background also helps to add separation of the subject from the background and in some cases, such as Chromakey work,
is absolutley vital to ensure good keying on the background. Fluorescent soft lights are ideal for this purpose.

Basic 3 Point Lighting

Cyclorama LightCyc light 1/2 the 
height away

from background Back Light

Desk

Key
Light

Fill
Light

Both coming in at approx. 45 degrees

STUDIO - 2
IFF Tracking Grid

STUDIO - 1
Barrel Grid

8249 mm

11
63

8
m

m

Lighting Dist Board Lighting Dist Board

Highlight 110 with Box Intensifier 
A8622 + A8700

Highlight 220 with Box Intensifier 
A8642 + A8702

Highlight Radiant 170 
A8542

Highlight 110 with Cyc Hood 
A8622 + A8701
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Fluorescent lighting running costs are approx. 90% less than conventional tungsten
lighting, due to low energy consumption, very low heat output and a much reduced
air conditioning requirement.

High colour rendering index lamps are suitable for television, film, video, stills and
digital image recording.

Lamps are cool running and flicker free, with a choice of tungsten or daylight colour
balance. Average lamp life is 10,000 hours with near constant colour temperature.

Choice of control systems: Dimming by local fader or remote via phase or wired,
or wireless DMX.

Carefully designed reflectors give bright light output.

Range of luminaires with optional accessories for every application.

The most cost-effective and efficient studio lighting

The compact fluorescent lamps we use offer the very best performance. Continuous
spectrum light output gives outstanding colour rendition (CRI 93-98 group 1A) for the most
demanding application, with virtually constant colour temperature throughout the long
lamp life of approximately 10,000 hours.

We offer two colour temperatures as standard, 3000K to balance with tungsten (ordering
suffix T), or 5400K to balance with daylight (ordering suffix D).

For the most demanding film applications we offer the GE CinePlus tubes, which have
been carefully balanced to provide the highest CRI possible.

Colour temperature remains almost unchanged when lamps are dimmed, greatly
simplifying lighting balance. Flicker free operation is guaranteed by high frequency
electronic lamp ballasts, which drive the lamps at 85 kHz, suitable for even the most
demanding high speed capture.

The best light – the very best performance

The Highlight range is available as standard with manual operation yoke for use in lower height studios, or with floor stands.
For larger studios where pole operation is required, just add ordering suffix P.

As well as our standard black/red studio finish, we also offer the option of a white finish, which is more suitable for architectural
applications, such as presentation suites and display areas.White finish lampheads are manufactured to order using the
ordering suffix W.

More choice

You can choose the perfect system for your application:

Phase control dimming to operate from conventional forward/leading edge dimmers. Ideal for replacing tungsten lighting in
existing studios, each luminaire includes a switchable ballast load resistor of 38 watts for stable triac dimming.

Local dimming is the most economical option where remote control is not required. Each Highlight has a local fader to allow full
dimming from 100% to 5% with near constant colour temperature.

DMX 512 dimming is the industry standard for larger systems. Local dimming
works independently of the DMX input and dims all the lamps together. DMX
dimming can be set in two ways: one address for the whole luminaire, so all
lamps dim together, or one address per pair of lamps, so pairs of lamps can be
controlled independently. Lamps can be dimmed down to approximately 1%
brightness

Because address setting is manual, it can be set independent of mains power.
There is a DMX received indicator and at least 32 luminaires (usually 50) can be
connected before signal boosting is required. Should the DMX signal fail, the last
level is held.

Versatile control systems
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Catalogue Numbers:
A8624 Local dimmer control
A8622 DMX dimmer control
A8623 Phase dimmer control
for 3000K lamps add suffix T
for 5400K lamps add suffix D
for Pole Operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plugadd suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA
for white finish add suffix W

HIGHLIGHT 110
5m (16' 5")

3m (9' 101/2")

3.8 x 4.5m
12' 6" x 14' 9 1/2"

240 lux
22 fc

6.4 x 7.5m
21' x 24' 7 1/2"

91 lux
8.5 fc

Highlight 110 Lamphead

Beam Angle
65 deg. vertical
75 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

LAMPHEAD (2 x 55W lamps)
Ideal for location lighting or where
ceiling height is limited, or anywhere
a small broad fill light is required.
Accepts colour frame, intensifier
and honeycomb grids.

Mount: fits onto 16mm (5/8”) spigot
Current draw at 220 to 260v approx. 1Amp

Catalogue Numbers:
A8700 Intensifier (Shown above)
Weight: 0.75kg (1lb 101⁄2oz)
A8706 Reflective Barndoor
for white finish add suffix W

Reflective Barndoors
& Intensifiers
Available for 110, 220, 330 & 440
Both are available for each lamphead
and are used to concentrate the
beam and limit side spill. Intensifiers
are more efficient, but are fixed
beam angles, whilst barndoors allow
adjustment.

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

2.4 x 4.5m
7' 10 1/2" x 14' 9 1/2"

360 lux
33 fc

3.6 x 7.5m
11' 10" x 24' 7 1/2"

142 lux
13 fcBeam Angle

45 deg. vertical
75 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

Example: Highlight 110 plus Intensifier

Catalogue Numbers:
A8701 Cyc Hood for Highlight 110
(shown above)
Weight: 1.5kg (3lb 5oz)
A8703 Cyc Hood for Highlight 220
(not shown)
for white finish add suffix W

HIGHLIGHT 110
Cyclorama Hood
Fits onto the lamphead to light
cycloramas up to 3 metres high,
evenly. Simply mount the lamphead
a distance away from the cyclorama
equal to half the cyclorama height
(e.g. for a 3 metre cyclorama mount
1.5 metres away).Maximum spacing
1.5 metres centre to centre.

Variation 170%
average 360 lux
on 1.5m spacing

Highlight 110 plus
Cyclorama Hood

Adaptable and versatile lighting fixtures, Highlights form the foundation of a fluorescent lighting system.
All use 55Watt lamps in efficient reflectors, with light control accessories to suit a wide range of applications.
Standard finish is black/red as illustrated.White finish is available to special order (add suffix W).

HIGHLIGHT Fluorescent Lighting
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HIGHLIGHT 220
LAMPHEAD (4 x 55W lamps)
A general purpose lamphead for
small and medium size studios
and lighting for backgrounds in
large studios. Accepts colour frame,
intensifier and honeycomb grids.

Mount: fits onto 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
28mm (11⁄8”) TV Spigot option 60149
Current draw at 220 to 260v approx. 1.5Amp

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

3.8 x 4.5m
12' 6" x 14' 9 1/2"

510 lux
47 fc

6.4 x 7.5m
21' x 24' 7 1/2"

204 lux
19 fc

Highlight 220 Lamphead

Beam Angle
65 deg. vertical
75 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

Catalogue Numbers:
A8664 Local dimmer control
A8662 DMX dimmer control
A8663 Phase dimmer control
for 3000K lamps add suffix T
for 5400K lamps add suffix D
for Pole Operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA
for white finish add suffix W

HIGHLIGHT 330
LAMPHEAD (6 x 55W lamps)
A powerful lamphead for lighting
large areas or where a high light
level is required over an area, such
as for art restoration and artwork
photography.

Mount: fits onto 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
28mm (11⁄8”) TV Spigot option 60149
Current draw at 220 to 260v approx. 2Amp

Catalogue Numbers:
A8702 Intensifier
A8707 Reflective Barndoor

(Shown above)
Weight: 1.4kg (3lb 2oz)

for white finish add suffix W

Reflective
Barndoor
Available for 110, 220, 330 & 440
Because the doors are
independently adjustable, the
beam can be varied to suit the
application, a useful feature for
location use. Diffuser/gel clips are
fitted.

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

3.3 x 4.3m
10' 10" x 14' 1 1/2"

750 lux
69 fc

5.5 x 7.0m
18' 1" x 23'

300 lux
27 fc

Example: Highlight 220 plus Reflective Barndoor

Beam Angle
55 deg. vertical
72 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

3.8 x 4.7m
12' 6" x 15' 5 1/2"

760 lux
70 fc

6.6 x 7.8m
21' 8" x 26'

300 lux
27 fc

Highlight 330 Lamphead

Beam Angle
65 deg. vertical
75 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps
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Weight for M/O 5Kg
Weight for P/O 10Kg

Weight for M/O 6.5Kg
Weight for P/O 13Kg

Catalogue Numbers:
A8644 Local dimmer control
A8642 DMX dimmer control
A8643 Phase dimmer control
for 3000K lamps add suffix T
for 5400K lamps add suffix D
for Pole Operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA
for white finish add suffix W
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Catalogue Numbers:
A8704 Intensifier (Shown above)

Weight: 1.8kg (4lb)
A8708 Reflective Barndoor
for white finish add suffix W

Intensifier
Available for 110, 220, 330 & 440
Ideal for TV studio use, because
side spill is eliminated, the
intensifier can be fitted with
honeycomb spot grids to restrict
beam angle. Diffuser/gel clips are
fitted.

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

2.9 x 4.4m
9' 6 1/2" x 14' 5 1/2"

1100 lux
102 fc

4.8 x 7.0m
15' 9" x 23'

440 lux
40 fc

Example: Highlight 330 plus Intensifier

Beam Angle
50 deg. vertical
70 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

Mount: fits onto 28mm (11⁄4”) TV spigot

Catalogue Numbers:
A8684 Local dimmer control
A8682 DMX dimmer control
A8683 Phase dimmer control
for 3000K lamps add suffix T
for 5400K lamps add suffix D
for Pole Operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA
for white finish add suffix W

HIGHLIGHT 440

Highlight 440
lamphead
Weight for M/O 10Kg
Weight for P/O 16Kg

723mm
(2' 4 3/4")

135mm (5 1/8") 637 mm (2'1") 45° inclination

727mm
(2' 5")

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4.7 x 4.7m
15' 5" x 15' 5"

890 lux
81 fc

7.8 x 7.8m
26' x 26'

351 lux
32 fc

Highlight 440 Lamphead

Beam Angle
65 deg. vertical
75 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

LAMPHEAD (8 x 55W lamps)
An extremely powerful lamphead
for lighting large areas, or where a
high light level is required over an
area, such as virtual studios, art
restoration and artwork
photography.

Current draw at
220 to 260v
approx. 2.5Amp

HIGHLIGHT 440
Reflective
Barndoor

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4.2 x 4.5m
13' 9 1/2" x 14' 9"

1370 lux
127 fc

6 x 7.4m
19' 8" x 24' 3 1/2"

400 lux
37 fc

Highlight 440 plus Intensifier (estimated)

Beam Angle
50 deg. vertical
70 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400k lamps

Available for 110, 220, 330 & 440
Because the doors are
independently adjustable, the
beam can be varied to suit the
application, a useful feature for
location use. Diffuser/gel
clips are fitted.

Catalogue Numbers:
A8705 Intensifier

Weight: 2.5kg (5lb 7oz)
A8709 Reflective Barndoor

(Shown above)

for white finish add suffix W

803mm
(2' 8 3/4"

Highlight 440
+ barndoor
weight: 12.5kg (27lb 8oz)

637 mm (2'1") 45° inclination

993mm
(3' 3")
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Radiant 170

The Radiant 170 is a true fluorescent spotlight, ideal as a key or back light, or wherever long throws are required.The soft edge
beam and 4000K lamps are particularly flattering to skin tones and texture. It is the perfect complement to the Highlight series,
offering the same advantages of low power consumption and cool running.
The 170 version uses four 42Watt lamps and a more specular reflector to give better performance, though the lamphead can be
fitted with 32Watt lamps to give a Radiant 130, if preferred.

Radiant 170 Soft Spot

Reflector diameter: 50cm (20")
Mount: fits onto 16mm (5/8") spigot
28mm (1 1⁄4”) TV Spigot option - 60149

Current draw at 220 to 260v approx. 1Amp

Used as a light shaping tool to reduce
the beam angle and thus increase the
spotlighting effect, or to prevent flare
from backlights.
Fits directly to the reflector rim.
Weight: 1.1kg (2lb 7oz)

Catalogue Number: A8598

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

3.3m dia
(10' 11" dia)

1225 lux
113 fc

5.6m dia
(18' 3" dia)

441 lux
41 fc

Beam Angle 48 deg.
Osram 42W Dulux T/E 4000k lamps

Radiant 170 Lamphead

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

2.02m dia
(6' 7" dia)

1010 lux
93 fc

3.37m dia
(10' dia)

363 lux
33 fc

Radiant 170 Lamphead plus Spot Grid

Beam Angle 34 deg.
Osram 42w Dulux T/E 4000k lamps

Radiant 170
Honeycomb
Spot Grid

Catalogue Numbers:
A8544 Local dimmer
A8542 DMX dimmer control
A8543 Phase dimmer operation

Other Options:
for 3000K lamps add suffix T
for 4000K lamps add suffix D
for pole operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA
for white finish add suffix W
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Weight for P/O 10Kg

Weight for M/O 7Kg
Weight for P/O 10Kg
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Colour framewith safety mesh
Removable holders to carry lighting gels for
colour effects, diffusion or colour correction. Each
colour frame incorporates a safety mesh screen to
protect the lamps against damage.

Clear polycarbonate safety screens
Removable clear safety screens to protect the
lamps against damage without affecting light
output.

Honeycomb spot grids
These are used as a light shaping tool to reduce
the beam angle, to create a spotlighting effect,
or to prevent flare from backlights.They are
available in 30 degree and 40 degree beam
angles to fit either directly to the lamphead
or to the intensifier .
For white finish add suffix W
(1kg - 3kg)

Soft Cases for Highlights
A range of soft polycord cases designed to accept
a Highlight luminaire and accessories, such as
barndoors, intensifier, colour frame or
Honeycomb grid.There is also a pocket to house
the mains lead.

All models of Highlight and Pampalite use the same selection of 55Watt compact fluorescent lamps, all of which are interchangeable.
Standard factory fitments are the Lumilux Deluxe lamps, which have a continuous spectrum for the best colour rendition,making them
the first choice for television, silver halide and digital photography, cinematography, art restoration and demanding display situations.
Where a higher light output is required, Osram Studioline lamps are available, which are specially designed to blend with studio
tungsten (3200K) and HMI (5600K) light sources.These lamps are 25% brighter than Lumilux Deluxe lamps, but at a higher price and
slightly lower colour rendition.
The highest light output lamps are Lumilux, which are 60% brighter than Lumilux Deluxe, but with a discontinuous spectrum so the
colour rendition is not quite so good. Lumilux lamps are available in 3000K and 4000K co-related colour temperature.

Cat.No. Description Colour rendition Luminous flux Rated life Notes
DL5593 Osram 55W Lumilux Deluxe 3000K CRI 93 group 1A 3000 lumens 10,000 hrs. original fitment in suffix T models
DL5595 Osram 55W Lumilux Deluxe 5400K CRI 98 group 1A 3000 lumens 10,000 hrs. original fitment in suffix D models
DL5583 Osram 55W Lumilux 3000K CRI 85 group 1B 4800 lumens 10,000 hrs. alternative fitment to order
DL5584 Osram 55W Lumilux 4000K CRI 85 group 1B 4800 lumens 10,000 hrs. alternative fitment to order
GE41903 GE CinemaPlus 55W 3700K CRI 92 group 1A 2700 lunens 10,000 hrs. alternative fitment to order
GE41911 GE CinemaPlus 55W 6200K CRI 95 group 1A 2600 lumens 10,000 hrs. alternative fitment to order

Lamps for Highlights and Pampalites

The Radiant 170 uses four very compact triple turn tubular lamps, which combine with a parabolic reflector to give a remarkably
narrow beam for a fluorescent luminaire of its size.Whilst the colour spectrum is not continuous, the colour rendition is perfectly
acceptable for television use, and the 4000K lamp is particularly flattering to skin tones.

Cat.No. Description Colour rendition Luminous flux Rated life Notes
DTE423 Osram 42W Dulux T/E 3000K CRI 80-89 1B 3,200 lumens 10,000 hrs. original fitment in suffix T models
DTE424 Osram 42W Dulux T/E 4000K CRI 80-89 1B 3,200 lumens 10,000 hrs. original fitment in suffix D models
DTE323 Osram 32W Dulux T/E 3000K CRI 80-89 1B 2,400 lumens 10,000 hrs. optional after-market fitment
DTE324 Osram 32W Dulux T/E 4000K CRI 80-89 1B 2,400 lumens 10,000 hrs. optional after-market fitment

Lamps for the Radiant 170

Colour Frame Catalogue Numbers:
A8710 to fit Highlight 110
A8711 to fit Highlight 220
A8712 to fit Highlight 330
A8716 to fit Highlight 440

Safety Screen Catalogue Numbers:
A8713 110 Polycarbonate safety screen
A8714 220 Polycarbonate safety screen
A8715 330 Polycarbonate safety screen
A8717 440 Polycarbonate safety screen

Spot Grid Catalogue Numbers:
A8720 30 degree for 110 head
A8721 40 degree for 110 head
A8722 30 degree for 110 intensifier
A8723 40 degree for 110 intensifier
A8724 30 degree for 220 head
A8725 40 degree for 220 head
A8726 30 degree for 330 head
A8727 40 degree for 330 head
A8730 30 degree for 440 head
A8731 40 degree for 440 head
A8728 30 degree for 220 intensifier
A8729 40 degree for 220 intensifier
A8732 30 degree for 330 intensifier
A8733 40 degree for 330 intensifier

Soft Cases Catalogue Numbers:
F830 Carrying case for 3 stands (unpadded)
F831 Soft polycord case for Highlight 110 or MicroBeam kit
F832 Soft polycord case for Highlight 220
F833 Soft polycord case for Highlight 330

Accessories to fit all Highlights
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The Pampalites use dimming 55 watt compact fluorescent lamps mounted in carefully designed
curved reflectors to give a very bright, even light output.These are supplemented by individually
adjustable reflective barndoors, which can be reversed to give a matt black surface, or removed
completely either separately or together.These doors are fitted with diffuser clips both sides.

There are also fabric egg crates available in a choice of angles to further control light output.

Powerful, controllable light

The Pampa2 & 4 can be mounted at almost any angle by means of the universal head.This head fits to 16mm
(5⁄8”) pins and 29mm (11⁄8”) hollows and combines a ball and socket with a detachable connection to engage a
receiver mounted on the shell of the lamphead.

Each Pampalite is supplied with one universal head and two receivers, but up to two more receivers can be
fitted for increased versatility and bank mounting of lampheads (see below).

Versatile mounting with the Universal Head

Pampalite heads can be linked together in a variety of ways to form light banks.They are connected
by ‘click-lock’ brackets, which interface to standard grip components, allowing both small and large
banks to be constructed easily and quickly.

Bank lights together

Pampa2 & 4 will operate on any AC power supply from 90-130v or 200-260v automatically protected by
a quick reset circuit breaker. Heads can be linked for power and dimming to simplify set up and control.

A DMX512 control kit is available to interface with DMX dimming systems. It is housed entirely in the
head as shown.

Universal operation / DMX512 option

The Pampalite storage shell is a useful storage and transit device.The lamp tray can hold extra lamps
cushioned in foam. It hinges open to reveal accessory storage.The universal head is carried in a ‘click-
lock’ receiver and there is space for the mains and jump cables, and barndoor leaves.

Storage Shell

Lamphead and storage shells share the same shell profile, just a simple lock-swap and two heads, or two storage
shells,may be connected for transit. So a four light bank, for example, needs only three units – two units of two
heads each plus a third made from two storage shells to carry the cables and universal heads etc.

Adaptable shell design

Pampalite shells are moulded from tough ABS plastic with a rubberized non-slip surface. All catches
and fittings are recessed for protection in transit, and the catches are simple to use and are lockable.

Pampalites are easy to carry even when wearing gloves.There is simple and positive location of one
unit to another for safe stacking, and a stack of units can be strapped to wheels for ease of movement.

If the worst should happen, every external and internal fitting on the Pampalites can be detached
(the lamphead can be removed as a complete assembly) and the shell alone can be replaced.

Easily moved, easily stacked

PAMPALITE Portable Fluorescent Lighting
Not just another ‘light in a case’, the award winning Pampalite is the most advanced location fluorescent light available. It is the
result of considerable research and development by its originator Owen Stephens SOC, a Hollywood freelance cameraman and
DOP,who found existing products cumbersome and inadequate for location use.Thinking there must be a better way, Owen
devised the Pampalite concept of performance, innovation and portability.This concept has been refined
by Photon Beard to give a uniquely versatile lighting tool for stills, television and film location lighting.
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Catalogue Numbers:
1812DUK Pampa2 unit

with UK 5m mains cable
1812DEUR Pampa2 unit with Schuko

style 5m mains cable
1812DUS Pampa2 unit with USA

NEMA5-15 10ft mains cable
1814DUK Pampa4 unit with

UK 5m mains cable
1814DEUR Pampa4 unit with Schuko

style 5m mains cable
1814DUS Pampa4 unit with USA

NEMA5-15 10ft mains cable

Pampalite

PAMPALITE Specification

Every Pampalite is supplied with all necessary parts to operate straight from the box.
Each unit includes the following items as standard:
• Lamphead shell and storage shell connected as a portable unit.
• Set of lamps ready fitted to the lamphead – Osram DL5595 Lumilux Deluxe 5400K

daylight full spectrum Ra 98.
• Removable/reversible reflector/matt barndoors with diffuser clips each side

( 2 on the Pampa2, 4 on the Pampa4).
• Mains connection cable (choice according to location – see catalogue numbers

below) lodged in storage shell.
• Universal head lodged in storage shell.
• 2 x receivers for universal head mounted on lamphead shell at the side and bottom

(up to two more can be fitted as additional items – see catalogue numbers below).
• Universal power supply for worldwide operation (90-130v or 200-260v

autoswitching) integral with lamphead.
• Local dimmer control.
• Slave dimming control (when lamphead dimming control is chained from one head

to another every local control will influence lampheads downstream on the chain,
on a ‘highest takes precedence’ basis).

• Slave mains output for additional Pampalites (up to 10 amps maximum current).
• Overload circuit breaker with quick reset – no fuses required.

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4.2 x 3.8m
14' x 12'

305 lux
30 fc

7.0 x 6.4m
23' x 21'

108 lux
10 fc

Beam angle
55 deg. vertical
70 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400K lamps

Pampa2 without reflective barndoors

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4.6 x 3.2m
15' x 10' 6"

365 lux
34 fc

8.4 x 5.2m
27' x 17'

130lux
12fc

Beam angle
55 deg. vertical
70 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400K lamps

Pampa2 with reflective barndoors

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4 x 5m
13' x 16' 6"

565 lux
52 fc

6.7 x 8.5m
22' x 28'

200 lux
18 fc

Beam angle
68 deg. vertical
84 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400K lamps

Pampa4 without reflective barndoors

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 101/2")

4 x 4m
13' x 13'

735 lux
68 fc

6.7 x 6.7m
22' x 22'

265 lux
24 fc

Beam angle
65 deg. vertical
65 deg. horizontal
Osram Lumilux Deluxe 5400K lamps

Pampa4 with reflective barndoors
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PAMPASNAP Specification

PAMPALITE Combinations

PampaSnap
The Pampalite concept refined for ENG and video applications, the PampaSnap is a pair of simplified
Pampa lamp units together in a self-contained single package. Each lamp unit features a single fixed
16mm (5/8”) hollow tilting mount, a non-detachable 4 metre mains cable, which is stored within the
lamphead shell, and a fader-style dimmer control. It has the same light output and light control as
the Pampa2 or 4, but in a lighter and more economical package, ideal for interviews, small sets etc.

Catalogue Numbers:
1832DUK Pampa2Snap 200/260v fitted with 5400K lamps & UK 4m (13’ 11⁄2”) mains cable
1832DEUR Pampa2Snap 200/260v fitted with 5400K lamps & Schuko 4m mains cable
1832DUSA Pampa2Snap 90/130v fitted with 5400K lamps & USA 4m (13’ 11⁄2”) mains cable
1834DUK Pampa4Snap 200/260v fitted with 5400K lamps & UK 4m (13’ 11⁄2”) mains cable
1834DEUR Pampa4Snap 200/260v fitted with 5400K lamps & Schuko 4m mains cable
1834DUSA Pampa4Snap 90/130v fitted with 5400K lamps & USA 4m (13’ 11⁄2”) mains cable

Pampalite or PampaSnap
The Pampalite is the full specification model with Universal Power Supply (90 - 260V 50/60Hz) and comes
with a transit lid, detachable mains lead, reversible barndoor, universal mounting head with 16mm socket and
28mm spigot, and the ability to slave one unit from another (up to 8 Pampa4s or 16 Pampa2s on a 240V supply).

The PampaSnap versions share all the other features of the Pampalite except the points mentioned above.They are single
voltage, have two heads face to face, a permanently attached mains lead and a fixed mounting point.

Weights & Dimensions W (width) H (height) D (depth)

Pampa2
Unit size: 655mmW x 260mm H x 270mm D (2’2” x 10 1⁄2” x 11”)
Weight Pampa2: 9kg (20lbs)
Weight Pampa2pair: 13kg (28lbs)
Weight Pampa2case: 5kg (11lbs)
Lamphead size: 655mmW x 260mm H x 140mm D (2’2” x 10 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2”)
Rigging weight 6kg (13lbs)

Pampa4
Unit size: 655mmW x 440mm H x 270mm D (2’2” x 1’ 5 1⁄2” x 11”)
Weight Pampa4: 11.6kg (26lbs)
Weight Pampa4pair: 14kg (31lbs)
Weight Pampa4case: 9.4kg (21lbs)
Lamphead size: 655mmW x 440mm H x 140mm D (2’2” x 1’ 5 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2”)
Rigging weight 7kg (15 1⁄2 lbs)

The Pampalite concept is ideal for creating many different combinations of lampheads to provide a whole family of portable
fluorescent lighting instruments. In the following sections we list two options - PampaPairs and PampaBanks. Both of these are
available in 2 or 4 tube versions.

PampaPairs
Ideal for building a bank light, PampaPairs comprise two Pampalite lamphead shells connected together to form a single unit,
with all the features of the Pampalites detailed previously, but without the mains cable, universal head or storage shell. These are
available separately to complete a PampaBank light system, as shown.These are full specification Pampalites unlike the
PampaSnap versions and are simply paired together for ease of transport.

Catalogue Numbers:
1822D Pampa2pair unit comprising 2 Pampa2 lamphead shells
18016 Pampa2case comprising two Pampa2 storage shells with one carrying handle
1824D Pampa4pair unit comprising 2 Pampa4 lamphead shells
18004 Pampa4case comprising two Pampa4 storage shells with one carrying handle
18000 Universal head
18001 Receiver kit for Universal head (Pampa4case includes two receivers)
18003 1m (40”) Jump Kit, incl. one power and one dimmer cable
70114 UK 5m (16 1⁄2’) mains cable
70115 Schuko style 5m (16 1⁄2’) mains cable
70116 USA NEMA5-15 10ft mains cable

Pampa2Snap
Unit size: 655mmW x 260mm H x 270mm D (2’2” x 10 1⁄2” x 11”)
Lamphead size: 655mmW x 260mm H x 140mm D (2’2” x 10 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2”)
Lamphead weight: 5kg (11lbs)
Total weight: 10kg (22lbs)

Pampa4Snap
Unit size: 655mmW x 440mm H x 270mm D (2’2” x 1’ 5 1⁄2” x 11”)
Lamphead size: 655mmW x 440mm H x 140mm D (2’2” x 1’ 5 1⁄2” x 5 1⁄2”)
Lamphead weight: 6kg (13lbs)
Total weight: 12kg (26 1⁄2 lbs)
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PampaBanks 2x4 or 4x4 Kits
The Pampalite range is ideally suited to creating large soft light sources.
The units have been designed with the ability to join the units together as shown below.
The 1842 or 1844 Kit contains all the parts necessary to make up a 4x4 source as shown
and packs away into just three cases (excluding the stand).
All the components, such as the ganging bar,mains leads, spare tubes etc., are stored
in the transit lid whilst the 4 heads are placed face to face creating two cases.
Although 4x4 heads are the largest you are likely to place on a stand, it is possible to make a
source as large as you wish to hang from the rigging.The pampa couplers interface with standard 1 1/2” speed rail to allow for
larger banks, whilst the ganging bar has a 28mm (1 1/8”) spigot for mounting onto stands or flying from a rig.

Ganging Bar Kit
The ganging bar comprises a standard 38mm (1 1⁄2”) speed
rail section, two couplers and a stand clamp with spigot. It is
also possible to create bigger banks to be hung from a rig
using longer lengths of speed rail and the appropriate
number of couplers.
Shown right: 18006 Ganging Bar Kit

18006 Ganging Bar Kit stored in the transit lid

Every Pampalite is supplied with all necessary parts to operate straight from the box, however there
are a range of accessories to enhance the Pampa experience and provide greater control of the light.

Spill Kill Corners and Litetools™ Fabric Egg Crates
A set of fabric corners are available to prevent light spill from the corners of the barndoors.
The kit includes the attachment strips for the fabric egg crates.

Litetools™ Fabric Egg Crates
Provide additional control to the direction of the light.They are available in 30°, 40°or 50°
angles and fit quickly onto the barndoors after the spill kill kit has been attached.

DMX512 upgrade kit
Provides remote control dimming of your Pampalite. Only 1 DMX controller is required per
Channel. For example, if you wish to have 8 heads all on DMX Channel 1 you only need one
controller and the other seven heads are slaved from the first.
(Note: power can also be slaved from the first head).

Pampalite Accessories

Catalogue Numbers:
18000 Universal head
18001 Receiver kit for Universal head (includes fixing screws)
18002 DMX512 upgrade kit (fits from the outside

and is contained with the lamphead)
18003 1 metre (40”) jump cable kit

(includes one power cable and one dimmer cable)
18007 Pampalite Coupler
18012 Spill Kill Mounting Kit for P4 Egg Crates
18013 30 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa4)
18014 40 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa4)

18015 50 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa4)
18020 Spill Kill Mounting Kit for P2 Egg Crates
18017 30 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa2)
18018 40 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa2)
18019 50 degree fabric egg crate (Pampa2)
64050 Replacement lamphead shell moulding (P2)
64051 Replacement storage shell moulding (P2)
64052 Replacement lamphead shell moulding (P4)
64053 Replacement storage shell moulding (P4)
64059 Replacement half shell moulding (PSnap)
18006 Ganging Bar Kit

1844D PampaBank 4x4 Kit in use (Back) 1844D PampaBank 4x4 Kit in use (Front) 18006 Ganging Bar in use
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The Square One

Weight - 2.5Kg
Mounting via 16mm socket
Power input - 12V DC
Catalogue Number: SQ1
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The Square One

Square One without doors Square One with reflective doors

Beam angles 76 deg.Horizontal, 64 deg.Vertical

1.2M 2.4M 3.6M

970 245 115

Beam angle with barn doors at optimum pitch = 64 deg

1.0M 1.2M 2M 2.4M 3.0M 3.6M 4.0M

2050 1470 548 342 241 170 132

Featuring eight 5/8" diameter fluorescent tubes
that deliver optimum and predictable broadcast
quality light.

At only 64W the Square One gives a powerful soft
illumination for a natural look that is both gentle on the
eye of the subject and yet more powerful than many
comparably sized luminaires. It is mains powered at
90–260V 50/60Hz via a detachable power supply or
battery powered via an optional V mount battery pack
that will accept two V mount batteries.

There is a rotatable dimmer on
the rear panel for greater control,
for use with either power option.

Each Square One comes with a set of Osram broadcast quality,
High CRI tubes in either Tungsten or Daylight balanced colour
temperature.

The detachable stirrup has a 16mm
socket attached for
mounting onto stands
or other common
grip options. Once the
stirrup is removed you
can quickly fit the
16mm socket onto
either side to give you a
very compact mounting
option for reduced space
locations such as car
interiors.

A removable set of barn
doors is also included,which
can be used to house
honeycomb grids, diffusions
panels, colour filter gel etc.

18

Photometrics Output in Lux (provisional)
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Photon Beard manufactures a complete family of Tungsten
Fresnel luminaires under the PhotonSpot brand name for use
in both the studio or ENG applications.

The entry point is the 300W unit and the range includes the 650W,
1kW and 2kW units. The 650W will also accept a 300W or 500W lamp.

Launched in early 2007, this range has proved extremely popular
with its lightweight construction and superior light output.

Tungsten Fresnel Range

PhotonSpot - Product Views

Why is the PhotonSpot range
better than other Tungsten Fresnels?
The robust lamphouse is made entirely from aluminium extrusion and sheet, so there
are no annoying ‘pings’ and ‘creaks’ as it warms and cools. Speaking of which, the superior convection
ventilation means it runs cooler than other diecast types.

All Photon Beard Tungsten heads feature our unique Anti Surge technology that limits the inrush current
on cold switch on. This helps to reduce the stress on the lamp filament and leads to improved lamp life.

The lamp carriage runs on rollers, not slides, and is driven by a reliable rack and pinion mechanism for
ultimate smoothness and zero backlash.

The focus control is by pole-op cup (except 300W model) and incorporates a friction clutch, so clumsy
pole operation will not damage the focus mechanism.

Access to the lamphouse is via a sliding top cover running in rails.
How often have you come across a bent hinged cover, which either
won’t close or won’t lock? And our lock is positive and made for
single-handed operation, right by the insulated tilt handle on the
back.Most spotlights have spring-loaded accessory locks, usually
made of flimsy alloy. Ours are steel, they won’t snap off.

Naturally the beam quality and focus range are also excellent.

Easy access to the lamphouse.

Fresnel Lens, Focus Floodlight
Introducing a brand new range of tungsten Fresnels, which complements our studio
lighting portfolio.The new products offer Photon Beard’s customary dependable design
and construction, coupled with an innovative application of lamp technology and
optical design.

The lamp heads are manufactured from aluminium extrusions and aluminium sheet for
low weight, quicker cooling and compact size, and come complete with pole operated
focus as standard.

PhotonSpot 300W, 650W,1kW & 2kW

The 300W Fresnel The 650W Fresnel The 1kW Fresnel The 2kW Fresnel
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The 2kW Fresnel

PhotonSpot 650W
Size – 210w x 162h x 193d
Weight for M/O 2.4Kg
Weight for P/O 7Kg
Lens – 112mm
Lamp – CP89 650W
Will also accept a 300W or 500W lamp
Mount – fits onto 16mm (5/8”) spigot

Beam angle 14 – 64 deg.
CP89 240v 650W 3200K lamp

PhotonSpot 300W
Size – 136w x 132h x 141d
Weight – 2.0kg
Lens – 80mm
Lamp – CP81 650W
Mount – fits onto 16mm (5/8”) spigot

Beam angle 14 – 64 deg.
CP81 240v 300W 3200K lamp

PhotonSpot 650WPhotonSpot 300W

The 650W FresnelThe 300W Fresnel

PhotonSpot 2kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kWPhotonSpot 1kW

The 1kW Fresnel

Tungsten Fresnel Range

Catalogue Numbers:
2200 – 300W
3300 – 650W
4400 – 1kW
5500 – 2kW
for Pole operation add suffix P
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for 110v operation add suffix USA

PhotonSpot 2kW
Size – 320w x 270h x 265d
Weight for M/O 4.6Kg
Weight for P/O 9Kg
Lens – 175mm
Lamp – CP92 2000W
Mount – fits onto 28mm (1 1/8”) spigot

Beam angle 13 – 60 deg.
CP92 240v 2000W 3200K lamp

PhotonSpot 1kW
Size – 278w x 219h x 225d
Weight for M/O 3.5Kg
Weight for P/O 8Kg
Lens – 130mm
Lamp – CP40/CP71 1000W
Mount – fits onto 28mm (1 1/8”) spigot

Beam angle 11 – 58 deg.
CP40 240v 1000W 3200K lamp

The 2kW Fresnel

For example, the NEW A418 3-head PhotonSpot 650W Soft Case Kit
(UK version with 13A plug and lamps), includes: 3 x 3300 650W PhotonSpot
Fresnel spotlights, complete with four leaf Barndoor, filter frame, 6m cable
with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp, 3 x E907M compact stands and 1 x F823
soft polycord kit case. (Size: 90 x 36 x 23cm.Weight: 16kg).

See other kits on page 25

PhotonSpot Luminaires are available
as kits in soft and hard cases
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Tungsten Open Face Range

Lamphead
Theworkhorses of studio and location lighting formany
years, these lampheads feature a complete specification
with quality construction and performance.The endless
focusmechanism eliminates lamp shockwhen full focus is
reached,and a surge resistor helps extend lamp life.
Accessories can be loaded and lockedwith the lamp
burning thanks to spring loaded accessory lock.
Standard specification includes a three slot accessory
holder, 4 leaf revolving barndoor with filter clips, safety
wire mesh, heat resistant fibreglass body, 6 metre power
cable with switch (fused on EUR model).

Lamps
P2/13 800W 240v 3200K (DXX) rated life 75hrs for PhotonBeam 800
JPD 650W 240v 3200K (P2/6-240) rated life 75hrs for PhotonBeam 800
K15 250W 240v 3000K rated life 2000hrs for PhotonBeam 800
P2/6 650W 110v 3200K (FAD) rated life 75hrs for PhotonBeam 800
P1/8 250W 30v 3400K rated life 12hrs for PhotonBeam 800
P2/35 1000W 240v 3200K rated life 150hrs for PhotonBeam 1000
DXW 1000W 110v 3200K rated life 150hrs for PhotonBeam 1000

Catalogue Numbers:
A100 PhotonBeam 800 (UK model includes 800W lamp)
A1000 PhotonBeam 1000 (UK model includes 1000W lamp)
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for NEMA5-15 plug add suffix USA
Mount: fits onto 16mm spigot
Weight: 3.3kg (7lb 4oz)

5m (16' 5")

3m (9' 10 1/2")

spot
flood

3.2m dia
(10' 6")

820 lux
76 fc

2m dia (6' 7")
2100lux

195 fc

3.5m dia (11' 6")
950 lux

88 fc

6m dia
(19' 8 1/2")
375 lux

34 fc

Beam angle 30 – 65 deg.
P2/13 800W 240v 3200K lamp

5m (16' 5")

3m (9' 10 1/2")

spot
flood

4.8m dia
(15' 9")

1045 lux
97 fc

2.8m dia
(9' 2 1/2")

3200lux
297 fc

4.2m dia
(13' 9 1/2")
1425 lux

132 fc

7m dia
(23')

490 lux
45 fc

Beam angle 40 – 68 deg.
P2/35 1000W 240v 3200K lamp

PhotonBeam 800 & 1000 Focusing Floodlights

Daylight Filter A103
Dichroic glass filter in
mount converts 3200K
to 5400K daylight.

Scrim set A104
4 piece set reduces
light output by 1⁄2
or 1 f-stop.

Fresnel lens A105
Reduces the beam angle
to intensify the light
in the spot position.

Snoot A106
Creates hard to soft
edge when focused in
close-up work.

Softbox adaptor A314
For use with soft
lighting boxes.
(See page 21)

Safety Glass
Clear – A112
To prevent accidental
contact with lamp.
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A very compact, lightweight floodlight with a
very smooth field.The folding reflector reduces
the size and protects the lamp in transit. Ideal
for location lighting, particularly in architectural
applications where the wide beam angle is
useful. Standard specification includes safety
wire mesh, surge resistor power cable with
switch (fused on EUR version).

Catalogue Numbers:
A310 Minibroad 1000W
(UK model includes 1000W lamp)
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for NEMA5-15 plug add suffix USA
Weight: 1.8kg (4kg)

Accessories
A312 4 leaf barndoor

with filter clips
A315 Softbox adaptor

(requires MN026 mount)
MN026 Lite Tite mount adaptor (for use with A315)

(for details of softboxes see below)

Lamps
P2/20 1000W 240v 3200K rated life 150 hrs
P2/11 800W 240v 3200K rated life 150 hrs
FCM 1000W 110v 3200K rated life 400 hrs
EJG 750W 110v 3200K rated life 400 hrs
FDF 500W 110v 3200K rated life 400 hrs

Minibroad 1000W Floodlight These lampheads are
available in lighting kits.
Please see pages 23 - 26.

5m (16' 5")
3m (9' 10' 1/2")

6 x 4.5m
19' 8 1/2" x 14' 9 1/2"

920 lux
85 fc

10 x 7.6m
32' 10" x 25'

360 lux
33 fc
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Lamphead
A long time favourite for studio and location lighting where high power is required.These lampheads
feature a complete specification with quality construction and performance.
The endless focus mechanism eliminates lamp shock when full focus is reached, and a surge resistor
helps extend lamp life. Accessories can be loaded and locked with the lamp burning thanks to heat
resistant handles.
Standard specification includes a two slot accessory holder, 4 leaf revolving barndoor with filter clips,
safety wire mesh, heat resistant fibreglass body, 6 metre power cable with switch (fused on EURmodel).

Catalogue Numbers:
A200 PhotonBeam 2000
(UK model includes 2000W lamp)
for Schuko style plug add suffix EUR
for NEMA5-15 plug add suffix USA
Mount: fits onto 16mm spigot
Weight: 4.9kg (10lb 13oz)

PhotonBeam 2000 Focusing Floodlight

A softbox is an economical and versatile accessory
to convert a portable directional light into a soft
light for almost shadowless illumination.The
highly reflective silver interior produces a brilliant
light. Because it is such a convenient all-in-one
unit, it eliminates the need for C-stands, flags and
diffusers, greatly reducing the lighting setup time.
In restricted interiors the lights can be positioned
very close to the subject and yet give cool, soft
lighting completely free from glare.
The construction features a heat resistant reflector
fabric with a removable front diffuser screen. Four
vents ensure efficient cooling when used in either
landscape or portrait format.
The softbox requires an adaptor to mount it to the
lamphead. Adaptors are listed under lamphead
accessories on relevant pages.

Softboxes

Daylight Filter A203
Dichroic glass filter in mount

converts 3200K to 5400K daylight.

Scrim set A204
4 piece set reduces light output

by 1⁄2 or 1 f-stop.

Fresnel lens A205
Reduces the beam angle to intensify

the light in the spot position.

Softbox adaptor A316
For use with soft
lighting boxes.

Safety Glass A212
Clear, to prevent accidental

contact with lamp.

Snoot A206
Creates hard to soft edge when

focused in close-up work.

Lamps
P2/27 2000W 240v 3200K (FEX) rated life 300hrs
FEY 2000W 110v 3200K (FEY) rated life 300hrs

These lampheads are available in lighting kits.
Please see pages 23 - 26.

5m (16' 5")

3m (9' 10 1/2")

spot
flood

3.6m dia
(11' 10")

4000 lux
371 fc

2m dia 
(6' 7")

10160 lux 
943 fc

3.6m dia
(11'  10")

3180 lux
295 fc

5.7m dia
(16' 8 1/2'")
1100 lux

102 fcBeam angle 40 – 90 deg.
P2/20 2000W 240v 3200K lamp

Catalogue Numbers:
L5400APB Micro Softbox
Suitable for:
PhotonSpot 300W - adaptor required: A319
Screen Size: 30 x 27 x 28cm (12”x 11”x 111⁄2”)

L5401PB Small Softbox
Suitable for:
PhotonBeam 800 - adaptor required: A314,
Photonbeam 1000 - adaptor required: A314,
Minibroad - adaptor required: A315
Screen Size: 46 x 33 x 38cm (181⁄2”x12”x151⁄2”)

L5403PB Medium Softbox
Suitable for:
PhotonBeam 2000 - adaptor required: A314
Screen Size: 70 x 53 x 50cm (28”x 21”x 20”)
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800W Soft Case Kit
2 x PhotonBeam 800W heads

(UK version with 800W lamps)
2 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F827 Soft polycord kit case

1000W Soft Case Kit
2 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads

(UK version with 1000W lamps)
2 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F827 Soft polycord kit case

800WHard Case Kit
2 x PhotonBeam 800W heads

(UK version with 800W lamps)
2 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F808 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

1000WHard Case Kit
2 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads

(UK version with 1000W lamps)
2 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F808 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

PhotonBeam 800w& 1000w 2-head kits
Catalogue Numbers:
A416 with UK plugs & 2 lamps
A416EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A416USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 66 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 11kg

(26”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (24lb 4oz)

A437 with UK plugs & 2 lamps
A437EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A437USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 66 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 11kg

(26”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (24lb 4oz)

A402 with UK plugs & 2 lamps
A402EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A402USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 70 x 40 x 24cm. Weight: 16kg

(28”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (35lb 5oz)

A438 with UK plugs & 2 lamps
A438EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A438USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 70 x 40 x 24cm. Weight: 16kg

(28”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (35lb 5oz)

Tungsten Lighting Kits
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650W300W

Fresnel Range
PhotonSpot kits available
Any of these PhotonSpots can be supplied in custom kits. See page 26 for case details.

1kW 2kW

800W Soft Case Kit
3 x PhotonBeam 800W heads

(UK version includes 800W lamps)
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F827 Soft polycord kit case

1000W Soft Case Kit
3 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads

(UK version includes 1000W lamps)
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F827 Soft polycord kit case

800WHard Case Kit
3 x PhotonBeam 800W heads

(UK version includes 800W lamps)
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F803 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

1000WHard Case Kit
3 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads

(UK version includes 1000W lamps)
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F803 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

PhotonBeam 800W& 1000W 3-head kits
Catalogue Numbers:
A417 with UK plugs & 3 lamps
A417EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A417USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 77 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 17kg

(301⁄2”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (37lb 8oz)

A432 with UK plugs & 3 lamps
A432EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A432USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 77 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 17kg

(301⁄2”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (37lb 8oz)

A403 with UK plugs & 3 lamps
A403EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A403USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 81 x 40 x 30cm. Weight: 27kg

(32”x 16”x 12”) (59lb 9oz)

A433 with UK plugs & 3 lamps
A433EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A433USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 81 x 40 x 30cm. Weight: 27kg

(32”x 16”x 12”) (59lb 9oz)
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800W Soft Case Kit
4 x PhotonBeam 800W heads (UK version with 800W lamps)
4 x E907MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F823 Soft polycord kit case

1000W Soft Case Kit
4 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads (UK version with 1000W lamps)
4 x E907MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F823 Soft polycord kit case

800WHard Case Kit
4 x PhotonBeam 800W heads (UK version with 800W lamps)
4 x E907MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F804 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

1000WHard Case Kit
4 x PhotonBeam 1000W heads (UK version with 1000W lamps)
4 x E907MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F804-- Deluxe fibreglass kit case

PhotonBeam 800W& 1000W 4-head kits

Soft Case Kit
2 x MiniBeam 300W fresnel lampheads

(UK version with lamps)
1 x MiniBroad lamphead

(UK version with 800W lamp)
1 x A312 Barndoor for MiniBroad
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F827 Soft polycord kit case

Hard Case Kit
2 x MiniBeam 300W fresnel lampheads

(UK version with lamps)
1 x MiniBroad lamphead

(UK version with 800W lamp)
1 x A312 Barndoor for MiniBroad
3 x E920MMini compact lighting stands
1 x F808 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

Cameraman’s Mini kits

Catalogue Numbers:
A422 with UK plugs & 4 lamps
A422EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A422USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 102 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 22kg

(401⁄2”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (48lb 8oz)

A439 with UK plugs & 4 lamps
A439EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A439USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 102 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 22kg

(401⁄2”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (48lb 8oz)

A404 with UK plugs & 4 lamps
A404EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A404USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 108 x 40 x 30cm. Weight: 34kg

(43”x 16”x 12”) (75lb)

A436 with UK plugs & 4 lamps
A436EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A436USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 108 x 40 x 30cm. Weight: 34kg

(43”x 16”x 12”) (75lb)

Catalogue Numbers:
A511 with UK plugs & lamps
A511EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A511USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 66 x 36 x 23cm. Weight: 10.5kg

(26”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (23lb 3oz)

A512 with UK plugs & lamps
A512EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A512USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 70 x 40 x 24cm. Weight: 18.5kg

(28”x 16”x 91⁄2”) (40lb 13oz)

Hard Case Kit
2 x PhotonBeam 2000W heads

(UK version with 2000W lamps)
2 x E929M Flat base air damped lighting stands
1 x F826 Deluxe fibreglass kit case

PhotonBeam 2000W 2-head Hard Case kit
Catalogue Numbers:
A407 with UK plugs & 2 lamps
A407EUR with Schuko plugs (no lamps)
A407USA with NEMA5-15 plugs (no lamps)
Size: 86 x 56 x 31cm. Weight: 31kg

(34”x 221⁄2”x 121⁄2”) (68lb 6oz)
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Photon Colour and Correction Filters
A full range of colour effects, correction and diffuser filters on a
heat resistant polyester base available as pre cut sheets in our
filter packs or complete rolls.

Photon filter packs:
sheet size 38 x 30cm (15x12”).

G100 Correction filter pack. contains one each of full, 1⁄2 and

1⁄4CT blue, full, 1⁄2 and 1⁄4CT
orange, 0.3 and 0.6 neutral density, 2
and 3 frost.

G200 Effects filter pack. contains one
each of 101 yellow, 103 straw, 105 orange,
106 primary red, 107 light rose, 115 peacock blue, 118 light blue,
119 dark blue, 122 fern green, 124 dark green.

G300 Black wrap foil: in rolls 61cm x 7.6 metres (24x300”).

Photon Lighting Filters

Photon Filter Rolls
We offer a large range of lighting filters manufactured on a high-grade polymeric base material using a wide range of
accurate and consistent colourants for optimum performance and life. Sophisticated quality control systems ensure
consistency of colour batch to batch and all our lighting filters are manufactured to BS3944.This range of lighting
filters is available in 1.22m x 7.62m rolls and 61cm x 53cm sheets.

A full list of the filters we supply on our website www.photonbeard.com
or telephone us on +44 (0) 1525 850911
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NEW A418 3-head PhotonSpot 650W Soft Case Kit (UK version with 13A plug
and lamps).
Including: 3 x 3300 650W PhotonSpot Fresnel spotlight complete with four leaf
Barndoor, filter frame, 6m cable with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp, 3 x E907M
compact stands and 1 x F823 soft polycord kit case.
(Size: 90x36x23cm.Weight: 16kg)

NEW A418EUR 3-head PhotonSpot 650W Soft Case Kit (Euro version with
Schuko plug,without lamp).
(Size: 90x36x23cm.Weight: 16kg)

3-head PhotonSpot 650W Soft Case Kit

New A419 3-head PhotonSpot 650W Hard Case Kit (UK version with 13A plug
and lamps).
Including: 3 x 3300 650w PhotonSpot Fresnel spotlight complete with four leaf
Barndoor, filter frame, 6m cable with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp, 3 x E907M
compact stands and 1 x F804 deluxe fibreglass kit case.
(Size: 108x40x30cm.Weight: 26kg)

New A419EUR 3-head PhotonSpot 650W hard case kit (Euro version with
Schuko plug,without lamp).
(Size: 108x40x30cm.Weight: 26kg)

3-head PhotonSpot 650WHard Case Kit

New A513 Cameraman’s Maxi Soft Case Kit (UK version with 13a plug and
lamps).

Including: 2 x 3300 PhotonSpot 650W heads each with accessory
holder, Fresnel lens, four leaf barndoor, 6m cable with switch, 13 amp

plug, lamp, 1 x A310 Minibroad 800W head with safety wire mesh,
folding reflector, 6m detachable cable with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp,
3 x E907M compact stands and 1 x F823 oft polycord kit case.
(Size: 90x36x23cm.Weight: 14kg)

A513EIR Cameraman’s Maxi Soft Case Kit (Euro version with Schuko plug,
without lamp).
(Size: 90x36x23cm.Weight: 14kg)

Cameraman’s Maxi Soft Case Kit

New A514 Cameraman’s Maxi Hard Case Kit (UK version with 13A plug and lamps).
Including: 2 x 3300 PhotonSpot 650W heads each with accessory holder,
Fresnel lens, four leaf barndoor, 6m cable with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp,
1 x A310 Minibroad 800W head with safety wire mesh, folding reflector,
6m detachable cable with switch, 13 amp plug, lamp, 3 x E907M compact stands
and 1 x F804 deluxe fibreglass kit case.
(Size: 108x40x30cm.Weight: 30kg)

A514EUR Cameraman’s Maxi Soft Case Kit (Euro version with Schuko plug,
without lamp).
(Size: 108x40x30cm.Weight: 30kg)

Cameraman’s Maxi Hard Case Kit
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Profile Soft Kit Cases
These are manufactured from moisture and dust
resistant heavy duty polycord material and fitted with
durable zip fasteners.The interiors are cushioned and
fitted with movable partitions.These cases are fitted
with padded carrying handles and adjustable shoulder
straps.

Profile
Hard

Kit Cases
Constructed from
tough, lightweight

fibreglass and fitted
with recessed handles
and catches to resist

transit damage.
All catches have provision for padlocks

to make them secure.The tongue and groove lid
joint gives strength and resists dust and moisture penetration. All
interiors are foam padded and feature movable padded partitions,
with accessory pockets and velcro straps to hold brollies etc.The

larger cases are fitted with wheels for ease of movement.

We cannot list all the possible kit combinations,but you canmake up your own kit by choosing
the lampheads and accessories you want, and then selecting a suitable case from our range.

Description L xW x H Weight Stand Head Head Catalogue
Compartment Compartment Partitions Numbers

Soft case (up to 3 heads & stands) 66 x 36 x 23cm 2kg 65 x 10 x 22cm 66 x 24 x 22cm 2 F827
(26”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (4lb 7oz) (26”x 4”x 9”) (26”x 91⁄2”x 9”)

Soft case (4 heads & stands) 90 x 36 x 23cm 4kg 89 x 10 x 22cm 89 x 24 x 22cm 3 F823
(351⁄2”x 141⁄2”x 91⁄2”) (8lb 14oz) (35”x 4”x 9”) (35”x 91⁄2”x 9”)

Hard case (battery light kit) 47 x 38 x 20cm 4.5kg 32 x 27 x 17cm 32 x 17 x 17cm - F806B
(181⁄2”x 15”x 8”) (10lb) (13”x 11”x 7”) (13”x 7”x 7”)

Hard case (2 heads & stands) 70 x 40 x 24cm 8.5kg 68 x 9 x 21cm 68 x 23 x 21cm 2 F808
(28”x 16”x 91⁄2”) (18lb12oz) (27”x 4”x 81⁄2”) (27”x 91⁄2”x 81⁄2”)

Hard case (3 heads & stands) 81 x 40 x 30cm 11kg 79 x 9 x 25cm 79 x 24 x 25cm 2 F803
fitted with 2 wheels (32”x 16”x 12”) (24lb4oz) (311⁄2”x 4”x 10”) (311⁄2”x 91⁄2”x 10”)

Hard case (4 heads & stands) 108 x 40 x 30cm 14kg 104 x 9 x 25cm 104 x 24 x 25cm 3 F804
fitted with 2 wheels (421⁄2”x 16”x 12”) (30lb14oz) (41”x 4”x 10”) (41”x 91⁄2”x 10”)

Hard case (2 large heads & stands) 86 x 56 x 31cm 12kg 82 x 16 x 28cm 81 x 32 x 21cm 2 F826
fitted with 2 wheels (34”x 221⁄2”x 121⁄2”) (26lb8oz) (321⁄2”x 61⁄2”x 111⁄2”) (32”x 13”x 81⁄2”)

Stand bag for up to 3 stands 1080 x 100 x 210cm 1kg unlined bag with adjustable padded shoulder strap F830

Soft case (3 small heads & stands 69 x 17 x 24cm 1.5kg 68 x 6 x 23cm 68 x 10 x 23cm 2 F831
or 1 x Highlight 110)

Soft Case for Highlight 220 66 x 17 x 41cm 2kg 65 x 16 x 40cm partition 65 x 38cm 1 F832

Soft Case for Highlight 330 66 x 17 x 51cm 2kg 65 x 16 x 50cm partition 65 x 48cm 1 F833

Make your own kit

SOFT BAGS
F830 CARRYING BAG FOR 3 STANDS (UNPADDED)
F831 SOFT POLYCORD CASE FOR HIGHLIGHT 110 OR MICROBEAM KIT
F832 SOFT POLYCORD CASE FOR HIGHLIGHT 220
F833 SOFT POLYCORD CASE FOR HIGHLIGHT 330
F827 SOFT POLYCORD CASE FOR 2 HEADS AND STANDS
F823 SOFT POLYCORD CASE FOR 4 HEADS AND STANDS

HARD CASES
F808 HARD CASE FOR 2 HEADS & STANDS
F803 HARD CASE FOR 3 HEADS & STANDS
F804 HARD CASE FOR 4 HEADS & STANDS
F826 HARD CASE FOR 2 LARGE HEADS & STANDS
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Dimming Equipment

Silent dimming has arrived!
Silent dimming means more flexibility and reduced cost
The new generation of silent dimmers from Photon Beard feature
IgbT (insulated gate bi-polar transistor) devices which eliminate
the heavy, noisy chokes of conventional triac dimmers. Because
they are silent in operation these dimmers can be brought onto
the set or distributed throughout the lighting rig close to the
luminaires they serve.This greatly reduces the cost of fixed
installations as there is no need for a separate dimmer room, patch panels or dedicated cable runs.

Convenient in use
All controls are direct on the panel, there are no menus to navigate or codes to remember. Each channel has a resettable electronic
fuse operating a two pole contactor, so in the event of a channel overload the connected luminaire is completely isolated, which is
shown on the channel status indicator. Pressing the reset button resets all unset channels without affecting channels already
operating.
The input current is automatically limited (16A or 32A according to model, see below), to prevent unwanted tripping of the overload
breaker.When the current limiter operates the power indicator flashes and the current is automatically held at the maximum.

Versatile Control
Preheat can be set to ON in which case the lamp filaments of luminaires will glow red at the minimum setting, a useful indication
that the luminaires are live. If preheat is set to OFF there will be no channel outputs at the minimum fader settings.
Soft start can be set to OFF for flashing applications, or to ON to maximise lamp life. Each channel has its own test switch to take
the output to full power.
External control is by industry standard DMX with in/out connection via XLR5 connectors.The address is set by rotary switches, so it
is not necessary to have power connected in order to set the start address.

Four channel studio models
There are two variants, each featuring four channels of up to 2.3kW per channel: 16 amp model: fitted with a 16 amp blue CEEform
plug and a 16 amp residual current overload breaker, with current limiting set at 16 amps, it is possible to draw up to 2kW per
channel, with an overall maximum of 3.5kW at 220 volts (3.8kW at 240 volts) 32 amp model: fitted with a 32 amp blue CEEform plug
and a 32 amp residual current overload breaker, with current limiting set at 32 amps, it is possible to draw up to 2kW per channel,
with an overall maximum of 7kW at 220 volts (7.6kW at 240 volts). In all other respects the two variants are identical.

Specification:
Power input: 220/240v 1 metre tough rubber sheathed tail fitted with 3 pin blue CEEform plug (16A or 32A according to model)
Power output: one 3 pin 16 amp blue CEEform socket per channel
Mounting: two M10 bushes in the top surface of the case,maximum screw depth 30mm.
Safety bonding: one 20mm diameter hole at each end of the case to take wire safety bonds.
Heavy gauge metal construction with rubberised ABS plastic side buffers ensure protection of the unit.
Size: 400mm wide x 237mm deep x 164mm high (16” x 91⁄2” x 61⁄2”).Weight: 8kg (17lb 10oz)
Weight: 720g (1lb 10oz)

Single Channel 1kW Kit Version
Suitable for use with tungsten luminaires upto 1kW such as our 800W
PhotonBeam“Redheads”. Being silent you can place the dimmer at the
most convienient point for you to control your lighting – even if that is on
the camera tripod!

Catalogue Numbers:
D140 32Amp version
D141 16Amp version

Conventional Dimmers
For larger studios that will feature a majority of conventional luminaires it is sensible to make use of
conventional dimmers installed in a dimmer room with permanent wiring to the lighting grid.
There are many choices and options such as the Strand Lighting EC21 dimmer rack shown here.
Photon Beard’s design and installation service are able to assess your requirements and suggest, supply and
install the most appropriate solution for your requirement.
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Control Equipment

Basic 6 Channel Control
The Level 6 is a six channel single preset DMX lighting controller with a master fader
and “power on”LED. Perfect for simple, straightforward control.

12/24 Basic Manual Control
The Juggler is a two preset, 12 channel desk with a wide mode
feature that allows 24 channel operation. Channel faders are set in a
conventional two preset layout for easy crossfading. Each preset has
its own fade time control allowing smooth fades to be achieved over
periods as long as 5 minutes. All crossfades are true dipless.This
ability to hold constant lighting levels and varying fade times allows
sophisticated lighting plots to be replayed simply and accurately.
The Juggler has channel flash buttons enabling the creation of lively
lighting effects.These can be disabled by the flash on/off switch to
prevent accidental use.The Juggler also offers a sequence feature
allowing users to program chases or playback stacks. Up to 12
sequences of 99 steps can be recorded on the desk. (Only 1 of the 12
sequences may be output at any given time). Sequences can be
played back using the auto function with the ability to set the chase
time using the speed pot. Sequences can also be stepped through manually.
In manual mode the time pot used for the A/B faders can be used to set the fade time between steps.

12/24 or 24/48 Manual/Memory Control
The Jester offers direct control of up to 48 channels of DMX either
using submasters or a traditional theatre playback stack. 12 auxiliary
buttons are provided which can be used to trigger DMX devices
such as scrollers, smoke machines or strobes.
A monitor port is standard on the Jester. Channel, cuestack and
submaster data can all be viewed using the monitor. An onboard
LCD screen also provides the user with all information needed to
operate the console allowing it to be used without a monitor.
A USB port allows users to back-up shows that have been recorded
on the Jester.
A DMX in option allows the Jester to be used as an economical back-
up console for other desks. It is possible to snap shot a full 512
channels of DMX into submasters or the memory stack.
The Jester has three modes, allowing it to operate as simple two
scene preset desk through to a fully functional memory console. In
playback mode the user has full access to all the channels on the
console.This allows live changes to be made to specials instantly.

Larger control desk?
Should your requirement be for a larger control desk we can
offer a complete range of professional quality high specification
desks from Strand Lighting such as the Classic Light Palette that
delivers power in a traditional console with two timed split cross
faders and 12 combination submaster / playback faders. Four
rotary encoders and a built in touchpad along with
sophisticated onscreen controls provide powerful moving light
control like you have never seen before. Our industry standard
Light Palette command line is built into every Light Palette
console providing the intuitive interface you have come to
expect from Strand Lighting.

Please contact Photon Beard for any lighting control desk
requirements you may have that are not covered immedialty by the above products.
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Photon BeardWi-Light System

9

TheWi-Light System
The systemwas primarily designed as an add-on to the
popular DMX controlled series of Highlight fluorescents.
A small port connector has been added to the Highlight
to allow fitting of wireless as an option.

Wi-Light consists of
twobasic components:

1.Onemaster transmit/receive
module,which can be located
at studio floor level.

2. Individual receivemodules or“dongles”added to
each light source or dimmer.

Themaster unit can also be configured as a receiver for
point-to-point links or as a repeater to cover wider areas.
Transmitter range can vary,but is generally 1-300 feet,
which is adequate inmost installations and can be
extended using repeaters.

The small receivermodule or“dongle”fits to the base
panel of the Highlight on the outside of the casing.
Thismakes it very simple to install using only a small
screwdriver.All further set-up instructions are either
automatic or transmitted via wireless from the
mastermodule.

Themaster unit provides the entry port for the system and takes a conventional
DMX512 data stream from a standard control desk.An assignable block of
channels are selected from the input stream and transmitted via wireless.The
original address positions of each channel in the block are preserved.Thismeans
the user can set the receive address on each light source in the usual way.
The basic DMX512 standard sends data continuously,evenwhen nothing has
changed.This redundant data is extremely wasteful in a wireless system so the
Wi- Light transmitter filters out only the levels that have changed.Data is then
transmitted in“packets”using a special protocol designed tomake best use of
wireless control in a lighting application.

All parts of theWi-Light system are bi-directional, this means that themaster can
request information from a receiver,which can then transmit an answer.Each
Wi-Light unit contains a unique identity,which is added to all transmissions.
To close the network and eliminate interference,each receiver can be remotely
set to respond to only one transmitter.

Key features of the systemare:

• Uses the 2.4GHzwireless band approved in all parts of theworld.

• Has built-inWi-Fi immunity and can be used inWi-Fi areas.

• Closed network setting allows otherWi-Light networks to work nearby
without interference.

• Error checking prevents corrupt data being recognised at the receiver.

• Network protocol ensures reliable connection

• Simple set up controls.

• Accepts standard DMX512 signals as input.

• Bi-directional.

• Coverage is expandable using repeaters.

• Can be used as a stand alonewireless control link.

• Will soon be added to Photon Beard dimmers for distributed dimming.

Catalogue Number:
D170 -Wi-Light Transmitter
D173 -Wi-Light Dongle (to fit
Photon Beard products only)
D176 -Wi-Light Breakout (for use
with non Photon Beard products)
D179 -Wi-Light mounting plate
(works for D170 or D176)
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D122 10m (32’ 10”)
D123 25m (82’ 1”)

Smart Splitter
SMART SPLITTER is designed to make the distribution of DMX512 data easy and trouble free.
Available in 19" rack mount and rig box for hanging on a truss.The DMX512 input data is
optically isolated from the output section, which divides the data into five separate buffered
outputs.This allows DMX to be sent to any point without the need to "daisy chain" through all
the receivers and thus simplifies cable runs and data distribution. DMX data is also looped
through to an additional output so in the event of a power failure to the unit data will still be
passed through.The Smart Splitter also autoterminates the DMX line.

DMX Link Cables
DMX512 type are fitted with XLR5 male & female connectors with 5 wire (full implementation)
connection. Sheath colour is black.

DMX cables:

D120 2.5m (8’ 2”)
D121 5m (16’ 5”)
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A range of quality portable, lightweight lighting stands designed for professional use.

Catalogue No. Description Max.height Closed length Weight Top fitting Max.load
E920M Mini Compact 240cm 67.5cm 1.12kg 16mm spigot 4kg

(941⁄2”) (261⁄2”) (2lb 8oz) (8lb 14oz)
E907M Compact 250cm 86cm 1.2kg 16mm spigot 5kg

(98”) (34”) (2lb 11oz) (11lb 1oz)
E929M *Medium Duty 225cm 81cm 5kg 16mm spigot 12kg

(881⁄2”) (32”) (11lb 1oz) (26lb 8oz)
E924M *MaxiPro 290cm 101cm 2.1kg 16mm spigot 10kg

(114”) (40”) (4lb 11oz) (22lb 1oz)
E928M *Heavy Duty 315cm 122cm 3kg 16mm spigot 12kg

(124”) (48”) (6lb 10oz) & 28mm socket (26lb 8oz)
*indicates air damped column

E930M Castor set (80mm (31⁄8”) diameter) to fit stands E924M & E928M

MN035036-38 Superclamp with 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot & 3/8BSW thread
MN042 Extension arm for Superclamp c/w 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
MN043 Sky Hook adjustable gaffer grip with 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
DG1415 Hook clamp for 48-52mm pipe with 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
C1000 Scissor mount for T section suspended ceilings with 16mm (5⁄8”) spigot
C1005 Scissor cable carrier for T section suspended ceilings
MN026 Lite Tite adaptor for use with Minibroad & softboxes (see page 13)
D135 Safety Bond 20kg (44lb 2oz) maximum load, 40cm (16”) long,with snap-hook
D136 Safety Bond 36kg (79lb 7oz) maximum load, 60cm (2’) long,with snap-hook

We also supply grip equipment fromManfrotto, Avenger and Doughty. Listed below are a selection of popular items we stock and supply regularly.

Lighting Stands & Grips
DG1115 Barrel Socket Clamp. Enables the easy fixing of
luminaires fitted with 29mm or 16mm spigots to horizontal or
vertical bars with diameters from 48mm to 51mm. 1.27 Kg

DG1197 Baby Grid Clamp. Standard Doughty Clamp Half
Coupler with factory fitted 16mm Baby Spigot. 0.78 Kg

DT57000 Doughty Clamp (Half Coupler) Clamps to bars and
grids (48 to 51mm diameter). Slotted to take captive M12 bolt
head or hex nut. SWL 750 Kg 0.60 Kg

DG1120 Tube Support Bracket. Half coupler with fitted slotted
plate. For use with 115mm large griphead. Clamp accepts 48 to
51mm bars. 1.20 Kg

DT57225 Big Ben Clamp. Standard Half Coupler with factory
fitted Aluminium 28mm TV Spigot. Euro spec. 0.75 Kg

DT57226 Big Ben Clamp Standard Half Coupler with factory
fitted Aluminium 28mm TV Spigot. DIN spec. 0.75 Kg

DT20900 TV Hook Clamp.To fit 48 to 51mm Grid tubes/barrels,
29mm receiver with captive safety lynch pin. SWL 150 Kg 1.42 Kg

DT2820001 50 Kg Black TV Safety Bond. 4mm wire and captive
locking Karabiner Proof Load tested, stamped, and supplied with
Batch Test Certificate. SWL 50 Kg 0.21 Kg

DT2830001 75 Kg Black TV Safety Bond. 5mm wire and captive
locking Karabiner Proof Load tested, stamped, and supplied with
Batch Test Certificate. SWL 75 Kg 0.25 Kg

TV Doughty Clamp Enables the easy fixing of lighting
instruments and fixtures fitted with a 28 mm pin to horizontal
or vertical bars. Supplied with large ‘easy grip’ handle as
standard. SWL 250 Kg 0.93 Kg

DT57223 Silver
T57224 Black
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InternallyWired Bars & Barrel Grids
Standard Lighting Bars
The universal range of internally wired lighting bars

with a wide selection of variants and options

• Manufactured in 48.3 mmOD 4.5 mmwall
aluminium tubing.

• Bars over 6 metres long prefabricated fully wired
with steel joiner.

• Bars custommade any length, any socket spacing.

• 15A, 13A, 16A CEE17, 10A IEC, 10/16A French or
German style Schuko sockets on ABS rigidly
mounted enclosures.

• End or side mounted boxes with DIN rail terminals,
Socapex or Lectriflex inlet.

• Options with end collar and flexible conduit or
multi-core cable inlet.

• DMX can be integrated using high voltage sheathed
screened ring wired cable and outlet boxes with
either built in jumper or to use loose jumper.

• Bars can be manufactured curved. • Bars can be
powder coated in a wide range of finishes.

• All bars manufactured and tested in accordance with
EN 60439-1 and CE marked under the LowVoltage
Directive.

• Welded ladder bars and special structures available.

Prefabricated bar assemblies with malleable steel
fittings to construct lighting grids in a wide range of
formats manufactured.

Connector Ended Bars
A range of standard connector ended bars up to12m

long with rigidly mounted metalclad sockets.

• Socapex or Lectriflex inlet connector mounted on an
aluminium box cut and welded into the bar either
close to one end or in the middle of the bar.

• 15A, 16A CEE17, 10A IEC, 10/16A French and German
style sockets on rigidly mounted ABS enclosures.

• Available with parallel wired Socapex or Lectriflex
socket at the opposite end from the inlet.

• Bars with silicon rubber sheathed cables for direct
wiring to lanterns are available.

• Bars can be supplied with through bolts for direct
lantern mounting.

Suspension Kits
Standard suspension kits meet the needs of many typical installations.

• KIT 1 for rigid support from flat ceilings or timber beams, comprises top
hat and universal bar brackets with 1metre of M12 studding and nuts
and washers, is rated at 100 Kg SWL.

• KIT 2 for rigid support from‘I’ section RSJ beams, comprises RSJ and
universal bar brackets with 1metre of M12 studding and nuts and
washers, is rated at 100 Kg SWL.Versions are available for different
size beams.

• KIT 3 for rigid support from‘L’section steel beams, comprises girder
and universal bar brackets with 1metre of M12 studding and nuts and
washers, is rated at 100 Kg SWL.

• KIT 4 for flown bars comprises 1metre 6mmwire rope with top
Caribiner type hook,bar suspension bracket and adjustable wedge
clamp fitting.

Further options are available using the LSA range of suspension brackets
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Suspension Systems

Studio Rail by Doughty is a moving rail suspension system for the
overhead suspension of lighting and associated equipment in all
types of small to medium studios.Anything from a small link
studio to a full broadcast installation is possible with this
versatile,modular system.
Luminaires are suspended from rolling carriages, either directly
or via a fixed or adjustable hanger.The rail,which carries the
lighting fixture(s), is similarly carried on rolling carriages on fixed
rails suspended from the ceiling structure. Special carriages,
which carry the power and control cables to the luminaires,
follow automatically.Thus it is possible to reposition a luminaire

in three dimensions above a set in seconds,without the need for
ladders or time consuming re-cabling.

The system includes straight and curved rails and accommodates
cycloramas and photographic backgrounds, and integrates with
existing or new 48mm (scaffold size) pipe grids.

We offer a full advisory service ranging from small system design
up to a full design, specification and installation service with
operator training,on a world-wide basis.No matter how small
(or large) your requirement is,we can provide the necessary
equipment and expertise to assist you.

Studio Rail

Photon Beard can design, supply, install and commission
your suspension system from a simple individual luminaire to
a fully motorised,memory controlled,production studio with
lighting hoists.

We hold large stocks of Studio Rail and accessories at our
UK factory.We are also able to offer all types of suspension

solutions based around 48mm scaffold tubes.

Designing a complete tracking system can be a difficult process,
so why not allow Photon Beard to take the strain and send us a
drawing of your studio - or even just the dimensions, including
the height - and we can prepare a quotation to include all the
items you will need for a safe and secure suspension system.

For all tracking part numbers see Price List.
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Lighting Hoists

The Doughty range of Lighting Hoists provides a highly versatile
and economical suspension system.The Doughty hoist system
can be accommpanied with a comprehensive range of control
systems.These controllers are designed specifically for the
Lighting Hoist and are fully optimised for their ease of use.
Doughty Lighting Hoists have many safety features built in, to
comply with health and safety regulations.
Doughty Lighting Hoists are specified to individual requirements.
Contact our sales department to discuss your own specification.

• Flexible modular design aiding maintenance and installation

• Can be fitted with programmable position control allowing
hoist to return to memorised position

• Low self weight reducing building costs

• Compact ‘closed height’ for more height benefit in the studio

• Barrel ‘roll past’ feature is standard on the system

• Chassis and barrel lengths can be adjusted on-site to
accomodate late building alterations

Standard Hoist Specification
4 wire ropes

Maximum load 140kg

Maximum drop up to 16.5 metres

Chassis length 1.3 to 3.3 metres

Barrel diameter 48.3mm aluminium or steel 1.3 to 5 metres

Typical self weight 70kg

Full range of socket plates are available to suit individual
requirements including audio, video, DMX and technical
power. Flatform, round and special cables can be used.
Sensors: overload, slack rope, rope break on each rope,
top and bottom travel limits, with ultimate travel limits

Special Hoist Specification
4, 6 or 8 wire ropes
Maximum load up to 200kg
Hoist length up to 9.3 metres
Barrel length up to 11 metres
Note: Scenery hoist options avallable.

Roll Past
Feature
Barrel trolleys ‘roll past’
the hangers to give
completely unrestricted
travel along the bar.

Socket boxes are angled for
easy insertion of plugs, giving
less cable strain and a better
view of the socket numbers.

Up to five sockets can be fitted in each socket box
(one socket box for each pair of wire ropes). Gold
plated 5 pin female XLR is standard where DMX
is specified.

Powered traverse can be fitted to drive 52 the
hoists along the runways.
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Lighting Hoists

6 Socket 8 Socket

3.0m G1700 G1705

4.0m G1710 G1715

5.0m G1720 G1725
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Pantographs

The latest addition to studio suspension equipment from Doughty is a range
of 2 to 5 adjustable spring Pantographs.The Doughty spring Pantographs
have been designed to be lightweight and compact, with strength, safety
and ease of use being the main features. Loads from 5 to 36 Kg can be
suspended from overhead tracks or barrels and quickly positioned with
height ranges of 2.2 to 5 metres.

• Eight models, with travel ranges from 2.2 to 5 metres

• Comprehensive range of end fittings

• Easy to use, ergonomic design

• Very compact closed height

• Heavy gauge high tensile side arms

• Heavy duty cable clips to take one power lead plus
one signal lead

• Two spring version available for 5 to 20 Kg SWL
without the use of loose parts or separate spring
assemblies

• For 5 to 12 Kg, third spring clips to ‘park’. For 12 to 20
Kg clip on the third spring

Pantographs are fitted as standard
with a Doughty Quick Receiver,
which accepts and holds captive
28mm DIN or Euro spigots whilst
allowing 360° rotation.
Other fittings are also available.

Barrel Trolleys

Barrel Trolleys are normally used to suspend
Pantographs from fixed or rolling pipe grids and barrel
hoists.The new range of lightweightcast aluminium
barrel trolleys from Doughty are designed to roll along
48 to 51mm diameter tubes.The trolleys are supplied as
standard with a socket to accept TV spigots (28-29mm).
Braked and unbraked versions are available in crackle
black powder paint.

• Lightweight rugged aluminium construction

• Easy to use, ergonomic design

• Very compact height dimension

• Conformal wheel design gives free rolling action

• Special version available for use with deep ‘L’ brackets

• Optional brake facility

• 75 Kg SWL

• Lightweight at 2.5 Kg

Barrel Trolleys

G1600 Standard Trolley

G1605 Slimline Barrel Trolley

G1642 Braked Barrel Trolley

G1645 Slimline Braked
Barrel Trolley

(Left & below)
G1645 Slimline Braked Barrel Trolleys shown
with optional spigots and receivers.

(Right) G1642
Braked Barrel Trolley

Max
Extended
Length

2Spring
SWL
12Kg

3Spring
SWL
2Kg

4Spring
SWL
27Kg

5Spring
SWL
36Kg

2.20m G1660 G1670 G1680

3.00m G1662 G1672 G1682

4.00m G1664 G1674 G1684 G1694

5.00m G1666 G1676 G1686 G1696
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Unit K3, CherrycourtWay, Stanbridge Road, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH,United Kingdom.

Tel:+44 (0)1525 850911 Fax:+44 (0)1525 850922 info@photonbeard.com

Highlight 440 • Highlight 330 • Highlight 220 • Highlight 110 • Radiant 170

Fresnel 650W / 1kW / 2kW • 300WMiniBeam • 200WMicroBeam • Pampalite • Pampapairs

PampaSnap • PhotonBeam 800 / 1000 • PhotonBeam 2000 • Highlight Colour Frames • Square One

Wi-Light System • Hard Cases • Soft Cases • Suspension Systems • Lighting Stands

www.photonbeard.com

The Photon Beard range of products


